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SUMMARY

Due to availability of shared resources, substantial efforts have been applied to the development of large-
scale distributed simulations, and performance has become an essential aspect that can be impaired by
heterogeneity and availability of resources, dynamic, unpredictable load imbalances, and communication
delays. In order to manage and keep such distributed simulations consistent, the High Level Architecture
(HLA) standard has been designed; however, it does not provide any solution that directly solves simulation
performance issues. Many balancing approaches have been proposed in order to offer a sub-optimal
balancing solution, but they are limited to certain simulation aspects, are specific to determined applications,
or are unaware of HLA-based simulation characteristics. In light of considering both computational
and communication aspects for HLA-based simulations, a centralized hierarchical balancing scheme was
proposed. This scheme presents several drawbacks that make it susceptible to bottlenecks, overheads,
global synchronization, and single point of failure. Therefore, a scheme based on a distributed algorithm
to rearrange the computational and communication load is proposed. Experiments have been performed to
evaluate the effectiveness of the distributed scheme when compared with the scheme based on a centralized
redistribution algorithm. The results showed that the distributed balancing technique could provide similar
performance gain or even improve it for some specific cases. Copyright c© 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale High Level Architecture (HLA) based simulations are highly dependent on the
availability and the capacity of computing and networking resources. These resources are shared
and might not be used exclusively by simulations, so unpredictable imbalances are likely to
occur, causing overhead of some resources and consequently impairing the overall performance
of simulations. While external background processes and heterogeneity of resources can generate
computational imbalances, different network bandwidths and consumption produce delays, which
directly impacts performance. On the simulation side, the dynamic, non-deterministic behaviour
aggravates the unpredictability of load imbalances and the interactions between simulation entities,
retarding the simulation processing speed by overloading resources or producing cumulative delays
that lead to a substantial increase in execution time. Because of frequent changes, a dynamic load
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balancing scheme is the only viable solution for managing the distribution of simulation load to
avoid a decrease of performance. This scheme also needs to present a distributed redistribution
algorithm and structure in order to improve responsiveness, allow fault tolerance, and minimize
balancing overhead.

The HLA standard [1] was designed to delimit a pattern for the designing and coordination
distributed simulations. Distributed simulations are composed of independent processing elements
that perform simulation jobs. Since these elements are distributed over computing resources, they
need to interact with each other in a proper order to exchange essential simulation events. The time
ordering of such events, as well as their integrity and reliability, is crucial for simulations. An out-
of-order event leads to simulation causality issues, which are simulation inconsistencies that might
corrupt the entire execution result of conservative simulations or produce time consuming rollbacks
of optimistic simulations. Consequently, the standard is used to keep the simulation consistent
through rules and services to prevent or correct these simulation failures. However, HLA does
not provide any service or mechanism that can improve the utilization of shared resources of a
distributed environment. In order to keep or improve execution performance, resource management
systems and load balancing techniques are required.

Numerous balancing schemes have been proposed to coordinate the consumption of distributed
resources and speed up simulation execution time. These balancing techniques focus on the
substantial effect that consumption of resources or simulation dependencies produce on performance
of distributed simulations. Aiming to maximize simulation performance with a generic balancing
solution, the proposed balancing schemes observe the distributed computational load and the
communication dependencies among simulation entities. Among these solutions, most aim to
reconfigure simulation components based on computation load, which consistently improves
performance. Since the interactions between elements in large-scale distributed simulations directly
influence performance, many other solutions are designed to consider communication and inter-
dependency factors in their redistribution mechanisms. However, these balancing systems present
limited techniques that do not fully consider computational load and communication aspects in their
balancing schemes.

In order to provide a solution that complies with the balancing needs of large-scale HLA-based
simulations, a hierarchical balancing scheme that considers both computational and communication
factors to evenly redistribute simulation entities introduced in [2]. The hierarchical balancing
scheme also successfully detects external background load and is aware of the heterogeneity of
resources. In essence, the scheme normalizes the load distribution according to balancing policies
that aim to maximize resource consumption and minimize the communication delays. Despite
its hierarchical structure, this balancing system presents a centralized distribution algorithm that
requires synchronization of all balancing elements to correctly rearrange the load. In this scheme,
all balancing steps rely on a central redistribution element, producing a single point of failure,
bottlenecks, and computing overheads.

A reactive balancing scheme based on a distributed rearrangement algorithm is proposed to avoid
the negative aspects of a centralized redistribution algorithm. The components of this scheme are
organized hierarchically and according to the domains that cluster shared resources. The balancing
system is configured according to inter-relations between its components, which attempt to provide
a global status view of the entire distributed system to achieve a simulation performance gain
similar to the centralized redistribution algorithm. By dividing resources in domains, the scheme
performs local and inter-domain computational load balancing and considers the proximity of
resources where federates are running for the re-distribution as an attempt to reduce or minimize
the network latencies in HLA-based simulations. In order to provide such dynamic re-allocation of
federates, the balancing process of the scheme, similar to [2], is composed of three inter-dependent,
sequential phases: monitoring of resources and federates to detect the imbalances during runtime;
re-distribution of federates according to communication rate and network distances; and migration
of federates to realize the needed changes properly and efficiently.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the related work is
presented, describing the previous approaches and challenging issues of dynamically balancing
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the communication of large-scale HLA-based simulations. In section 3, the distributed balancing
system is introduced by delineating its architecture, hierarchical organization, and distributed
communication balancing scheme. In section 4, experiments used to evaluate the performance of
the proposed scheme are defined and their results are discussed. Finally, in section 5, the conclusion
describes the directions for future work.

2. HIGH LEVEL ARCHITECTURE

High Level Architecture was developed to provide a general purpose standard method to design
and coordinate distributed simulations. The standard was initially developed by the United
States Department of Defence to allow the execution of distributed, parallel simulations for
military purposes. In 2000, the HLA specification became an open IEEE standard [1] and
became a recommended process for developing interoperable parallel simulations. Prevent causality
inconsistencies and provide interoperability and re-usability in simulations’ design, management
mechanisms and design principles were introduced. Interoperability corresponds to the capacity of
many elements to operate together, which is produced by imposing a singular interaction standard.
Re-usability stems from the separation of simulations into independent, stand-alone components,
which can be employed in other simulation contexts without any modification. An HLA-based
simulation is called federation and is composed of interactive, independent components called
federates, which interact according to specification-defined communication methods.

Essentially, the HLA standard consists of rules, an object model template, and an interface
specification. The HLA rules restrict the actions of federates by determining federations and
their responsibilities in simulations to enforce compliance with the specification and avoid
inconsistencies. The object model template provides a common framework for the communication
inside HLA simulations, so it is used to define and describe the data exchanged in a federation
during its execution. The interface specification describes the interaction interfaces to federates,
defining the methods used by HLA compliant simulators to access the Run Time Infrastructure
(RTI) and their management services. As shown in Figure 1, the RTI middleware is composed of an
RTI Executive process (RTIExec), a Federation Executive process (FedExec), and the RTI library
(libRTI) [1]. The RTIExec coordinates Federations and FedExecs. A FedExec is responsible for
managing the simulation of one federation, which comprises the organization of the life cycle of all
federates within a simulation. The libRTI embraces the mechanisms employed to manage distributed
simulations and provides these mechanisms as management services; the library is made available to
a federate according to the HLA interface specification. These management services are accessed by
federates to coordinate operations and data exchange. Thus, all communication between federates
is observed and coordinated by the RTI, and federate are enabled to access the services through the
Local RTI (LRC), which contains all libRTI interfaces.

FederateSimulation Model
Network

RTIExec FedExec

Federate

...
Simulation Model

LRC LRC

Figure 1. HLA General Architecture.

Even though HLA provides an RTI service called Data Distribution Management (DDM), which
presents mechanisms for minimizing the communication overhead, the HLA standard is unable to
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offer any solution to balance the computational load and communication delays. DDM introduces
data exchange methods, such as publish and subscribe, and interest management techniques, which
reduce the amount of information that is transmitted between federates by restricting communication
to only relevant data. DDM decreases the network overhead caused by the simulation, allowing
higher available bandwidth (throughput), but it is unaware of external processes that might also be
consuming network resources or network distances that can generate high communication latency
for a simulation. The HLA standard does not present any mechanism or method for controlling the
distributed simulation load placed on shared resources or handling the shared resources on which
simulations run. HLA relies on the fact that all available resources are dedicated, show reliability,
and present enough computing power and communication capacity for simulation applications.
Because the performance of HLA simulations can be jeopardized by only one overloaded resource,
load balancing systems are required to improve performance through the maximization of resource
utilization and minimization of communication delays.

3. RELATED WORK

The process of designing load balancing systems is highly complex due to the existence of many
aspects that have to be considered, making it hard to create a general best solution. Consequently,
several balancing approaches have been developed, attempting to provide considerable performance
gain for distributed simulations. All the previous approaches consider computation load and inter-
dependencies between simulation entities for determining load redistribution based on the detection
of imbalances. Dynamic load balancing of the computation load positively influences the execution
time of distributed simulations, but in large-scale environments, communication delays substantially
affect the simulation performance and need to be considered in the design of such balancing
schemes. Due to the importance of balancing the communication load, both computational and
communication load aspects need to be considered in the balancing scheme to provide the best
sub-optimal load distribution and achieve simulation performance gain. The balancing schemes
previously developed are designed for specific simulation cases, are unaware of relevant load
aspects, are limited, or are unsuitable for HLA-based simulations.

In many balancing schemes, the computation load of shared resources is employed as the
main metric for determining redistribution of simulation entities. The computation load can be
observed by two different approaches, resource centred and simulation centred. In the resource
centred approach, the computation load is measured by collecting information regarding the CPU
consumption of simulation entities or their throughput [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]. This
approach aims to normalize the distributed load of shared resources and as a consequence obtain
an improvement of resources utilization by avoiding computation bottlenecks and speeding up
the simulation execution. For these schemes, the resource centred approach does not detail the
decision-making algorithms and does not consider the heterogeneity of resources. In the simulation
centred approach, the balancing system observes the simulation speed of each entity and compares
it with the average overall simulation speed [11] [12] [13] [14]. This approach attempts to identify
the simulation entity that is slowing down the simulation, move the entity to a resource that can
offer higher computation power, and improve the simulation speed of the entity. Even though this
technique is based on simulation needs, it may be misled by external background load, generating
unnecessary migration overhead in the simulation. Yet as previously mentioned, just the balancing of
the computation load is not enough to achieve performance improvement for large-scale distributed
simulations due to delays caused by large communication latencies that are introduced by the
environment.

In order to eliminate or decrease delays in simulation execution time, other balancing schemes
monitor and analyze the simulation look-ahead or the communication rate of each simulation entity.
With such an analysis, these schemes can determine the entity and the proper reorganization of
distribution. The look-ahead evidences the pace that a simulation entity is processing in regards
to the other simulation entities on which it is dependent. This metric enables the discovery of
simulation entities that are slowing down the simulation, as described in [15] and [16]. According to
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the technique of observing look-ahead, detailed information about the inner simulation functioning
is needed, requiring extensive modifications to the simulation library. The analysis of inter-
dependencies is utilized to determine the critical interaction flow in order to delimit re-distributions
accordingly. Some balancing techniques suggested a deterministic, static analysis of the critical
interaction path [17] [18]. Other techniques used a dynamic approach to observe and react to
communication imbalances [19] [16] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [10]. In the later type of
approach, all the techniques perform a redistribution focused on migrations that are oriented to the
destination of communicative simulation entities. These communication balancing techniques are
limited and a different approach is required to extend the communication load analysis.

To fulfil the limitations the listed balancing schemes, a dynamic balancing scheme has been
developed in [2]. In this scheme, redistribution of both computational and communication load
is performed for HLA-based simulations; the scheme is aware of heterogeneity of resources,
considers external background load, and employs proximity analysis. Due to the limitations of
some communication balancing techniques, such as simulation dependency, limitation of simulation
parallelism, and lack of awareness of the network topology of shared resources, the proximity
analysis is more appropriate for employing in a distributed scheme for balancing communication
load of HLA RTI based simulations. This balancing system is organized hierarchically, presenting
distributed data gathering but a centralized data analysis. Even though the collection of data is the
responsible for producing the most communication overhead, the centralized analysis causes issues
when deploying the balancing system on large-scale environments. The accumulation of information
regarding the load of simulation components and shared resources can cause computation overhead
and a bottleneck in the balancing system. The existence of only one balancing component
responsible for organizing the entire system creates vulnerabilities in the balancing system, making
it susceptible to failures. Therefore, a decentralized approach becomes vital for a balancing scheme,
allowing the existence of distributed balancing components that act independently but produce re-
partitioning results as a centralized system.

4. DISTRIBUTED BALANCING SCHEME

The distributed balancing scheme proposed in this paper essentially aims to decentralize the
redistribution process of the scheme and provide balancing performance similar to the centralized
approach. In the centralized scheme, a global view of distributed simulations and environments
is employed to achieve the most suitable load changes. Instead of having a central component
that realizes load redistribution from a global scope, each balancing component participates in the
balancing scheme to rearrange the simulation load in a determined region or in a neighbourhood
of regions. These components perform their part of load balancing independently from the others,
so the synchronization existent among load management elements is avoided, minimizing delays
and preventing failures. In the balancing scheme, the recent past of load status is employed as the
predictive metric for detecting imbalances and determining re-distributions of the load. However,
the collected data in the balancing decision-making mechanisms is not the most recent status
information of a distributed system since the status load information of an entire distributed system
information is not retrieved at the same time and from the same single location. In order to maintain
this asynchronous redistribution processes, the schemes employs an architecture that is similar to
the one described in [2]. The architecture receives modifications for the inter-relations between the
management components to rearrange the load independently. In the approach, with a decentralized
redistribution procedure, data transfers exist only when rearrangement of the load is necessary,
decreasing the flow of collected load data. Thus, the regional balancing is initiated in a certain region
of resources and is propagated to the entire distributed system through inter-domain, peer-to-peer
load moves.
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Cluster Load BalancerLocal Load Balancer
Migration Proxy MDSGangliaHawkEye

Monitoring Interface
Federate Balancing InterfaceFederate

Resource
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Local Monitoring Interface Local Migration InterfaceCommunication Load MonitorComputationLoad Monitor Migration Manager
Figure 2. The Dynamic Load Balancing’s General Architecture

4.1. Architectural Components

As depicted in Figure 2, the Cluster Load Balancer (CLB) is the main component in the load
balancing system. The component manages federates and resources that are delimited in a domain
in the distributed environment; the domain consists of a set of resources that are in a network region
and presents common network capacities. In order to manage such elements, a CLB controls all
the balancing steps: monitoring, redistribution, and migration. Since dynamic responsiveness is
vital in the balancing system, the CLB constantly requests load information from the resources
and federates, which triggers further data analysis and rearrangement of federates that generate
migration calls to realize the modifications on the distributed load. The monitoring basically
comprises resource-centred data and federate-centred data.

The resource data, which involves CPU consumption in each shared resource, is obtained through
a Monitoring Interface. This interface communicates with a Monitoring Information Service that
provides raw computational load data from certain resources. The service can be a Grids MDS,
Ganglia, Hawkeye, and other similar interfaces, and the interface is responsible for filtering and
transforming the collected data to a standard input data format for the balancing system.

The federate load data is retrieved through a Local Load Balancer (LLB), which is a component
that acts as an access interface to federates. A LLB also allows the balancing system to perform
changes on the simulation distribution by forwarding migration calls. The federate load data
comprises detailed monitoring information, such as CPU utilization of each federate and its
communication behaviour. In each LLB, there is a Local Monitoring Interface (LMoI) and a Local
Migration Interface (LMiI), which are responsible for accessing their respective local components
that are placed together with a federate. The LMoI contains a Communication Load Monitor and
a Computation Load Monitor while the LMiI presents a Migration Manager. The Computation
Load Monitor obtains the CPU consumption of a federate by accessing a Java monitoring library
interface, ThreadMXBean, every time it is triggered. The Communication Load Monitor, on the
other hand, constantly logs the communication of a federate in a table, recording the amount of data
transmitted and destination address. When triggered, the Communication Load Monitor aggregates
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this information in a sum and passes it to the LLB. The Migration Manager (MM) is the component
that forwards and manages migration calls by accessing Grid services in order to emit federate
migrations on remote resources.

To constantly obtain current data about resources load status, a resource management system
becomes vital for providing load data to dynamically re-organize the load of distributed simulations.
Foster [27] originally proposed Grid computing as a resource sharing system involving the
coordination of resources, individuals, and institutions. Because of its services and characteristics
that enable reliability, flexibility, and security, Grid is amply employed to manage distributed
resources. Globus Toolkit [28] is the de facto implementation for a Grid computing middle-ware,
and it is based on Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [29], which uses stateful Web Services
for providing and maintaining services of the Grid architecture. Grid services include the monitoring
of resources and applications, the scheduling and allocation of resources, and the identification of
application requirements [30]. Such Grid services are accessed by the balancing system in order
to retrieve load information and perform reliable submission and transfer of federates to remote
resources.

In a general view, the balancing algorithm is organized in three sequential phases: monitoring,
redistribution, and migration. In the monitoring phase, an intra-domain data collection is performed
by a CLB and each LLB. After data is collected, a CLB filters it to keep only the relevant information
for further monitoring steps, which consists in detecting computation and communication
imbalances and selecting federate candidates for migration accordingly. The filtering comprehends
removing non-manageable resources from the list and overloaded resources that do not present
simulation federates. In the redistribution phase, analyses are performed to identify discrepant
communicative federates that need to have their communication delay decreased and to determine
overloaded resources that can have their load alleviated. These analyses are realized locally or
remotely. The local redistribution transfers the simulation load between resources of a domain while
the remote redistribution requires the interaction between CLBs to identify imbalance and generate
a migration call.

The migration calls are all forwarded to their respective Migration Mechanism (MM). The MM
controls all the required steps to perform a transparent, two-phase federate migration [31] [32]
successfully and efficiently, and aims to minimize migration latency, as well as improve balancing
responsiveness and simulation performance. The migration process consists of transferring a
federate to a remote resource indicated by the migration call, but the procedure has to avoid
jeopardizing the federate’s execution flow and minimize the time that a federate suspends to migrate.
To keep the simulation consistency, the MM is required to properly manage the events or messages
exchanged by a federate during its migration. To minimize the migration latency, the migration
process is divided into two phases. In the first phase, the MM prepares the migration procedure,
which comprises the use of Grid services [29] to transfer the static files required to initialize the
federate remotely. In the second phase, the MM retrieves the migrating federate’s execution state,
suspends the federate, restores the federate at the remote resource with the execution state and
the simulation messages exchanged during its migration. For inter-domain migrations, a migration
proxy is added to act as an intermediate component allowing the data transfer in the second phase
of migration.

The structure of the balancing system is organized hierarchically and according to the distribution
of resources and network regions. A LLB works in each managed resource and is represented as a
leaf in the hierarchy since it is the end-point in the balancing system. A CLB is responsible for a
set of LLBs and delimits a domain in the distribute balancing structure. The CLB interacts with
neighbour CLBs in order to redistribute load according to computation and communication aspects.
Different from the balancing scheme described in [2], the hierarchical structure does not necessarily
need to have a root CLB to centralize data gathering and the repartitioning of load. According to
the proposed scheme, the CLBs only transfer to each other relevant information for determining
imbalances and generating load moves. Due to the scale of the balanced system and the possible
existence of heterogeneous resources, benchmarks are required to properly identify imbalances of
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resources with different computing capacities through a normalization of the gathered data sample
for the local or the inter-domain repartitioning.

4.2. Balancing Scheme

The distributed balancing scheme is the merger of computation and communication balancing
schemes. The joined redistribution algorithm attempts to associate the positive characteristics of
both schemes without generating imbalances as collateral effects. The balancing of communication
is performed by a CLB. In the communication redistribution algorithm, the analysis always involves
two remotely connected resources (federates) and a third resource that receives a federate. The
computation balancing is restricted to one resource (source) that might trigger load rearrangement
to a second one (destination). Since the conditions for balancing communication load are more
restrictive and include a wider scope that computation balancing, it is performed first in the
redistribution algorithm.

As described in Algorithm 1, the balancing scheme is executed in cycles, which are determined
by periodical ∆ intervals. The interval introduce a trade-off between responsiveness and amount
of balancing overhead introduced in the system, and between responsiveness and detection of
simulation load oscillations. A balancing system with small cycle intervals may cause overhead
from constant data collection and analysis, or it might not identify cyclic load oscillations that can
generate unnecessary precipitated load rearrangements. In the scheme, ∆ is delimited to 20 seconds,
producing minimum overhead and introducing awareness of substantial load oscillations. The time
value is the frequency in which the Monitoring Information Service adopted in the system (MDS
service) updates its monitoring database.

Before the algorithm starts its execution, the balancing system is deployed and configured. The
deployment is performed according to the distribution of shared resources and the network topology.
Each resource designated to run federates receives a LLB, but resources that present the entire
view of a region of resources receive a CLB. The connections between these CLBs are delimited
according to their resources’ proximity or hierarchical positioning. In this initialization, a CLB is
configured with predefined parameters that determine the nominal communication capacity of the
domain managed by the CLB.

The hierarchical structure allows a decrease in the amount of information transmitted to CLBs
and permits the introduction of aggregation techniques. As stated in [33], these techniques minimize
the quantity of information that is exchanged during the monitoring process to the extent that just
the relevant or essential information that is needed to perform balancing analysis is acquired. Thus,
distributed simulations can present large-scale dimensions with negligible or minimal balancing
overhead interference. The aggregation is mostly applied when collecting load data from LLBs,
which are deployed in each resource. A LLB evaluates and processes the data collected locally from
each federate before it is forwarded to a CLB. During the redistribution procedure, aggregation is
employed to exchange load information of each domain, decreasing the amount of federate and
resource data communicated between CLBs.

In Algorithm 1, data gathering is the first step in the balancing algorithm. The data is collected
from the Monitoring Interface Service to retrieve load information from each resource. Then,
detailed load data is gathered from each federate through LLBs. After all monitoring information
that belongs to a domain of resources is collected, filtering is applied to the data. The reason filtering
is applied between communication and computation load balancing procedures, besides removing
resources that are not managed, is to prepare the gathered data for the next balancing steps of
detection and redistribution. A detection mechanism is used to determine if the system is imbalanced
and needs to have its load redistributed. This detection step in the balancing scheme is related to the
type of analysis that is performed: communication or computation.

4.3. Communication Balancing Algorithm

In a centralized redistribution of load, synchronization is employed among all involved balancing
components in order to provide consistency of actions and accurate information. In addition, time
coordinated interactions among load management components introduce global synchronization in
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Algorithm 1: Distributed Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithm
while TRUE do1

/* Data is gathered, filtered, and selected */
loads ⇐ query MDS()2
current loads ⇐ filter MDS data(loads)3
current loads ⇐ normalize loads(current loads, benchmark)4
spec loads ⇐ request LLBs()5
mng loads ⇐ filter(current loads, spec loads)6
spec loads ⇐ request LLBs()7
bottom, top ⇐ calculate thresholds(spec loads)8

/* Communication re-distribution is performed */
high, low ⇐ select communicative(spec loads, bottom, top)9
send federate candidates(high, low)10

/* Local computation re-distribution is realized */
mng loads ⇐ filter(high, low)11
mean, bds ⇐ calculate mean bds(mng loads)12
over, under ⇐ select(mng loads, mean, bds)13
mig moves ⇐ redistribute local(mng loads)14
send migration moves(mig moves)15

/* Decision about inter-domain re-distribution and data request from
neighbour CLBs */
if mig moves = ∅ then16

data neighbours ⇐ request Neighbour Load Data()17
end18
else19

if relFactor ≥ random number(1, 100) then20
send migration moves to caller(migration moves)21

end22
else23

data neighbours ⇐ ∅24
end25

end26
/* Selection of overloaded resources based on neighbour CLBs’ loads */

neighbours ⇐ identify Neighbour Less Load()27
if neigbours! = ∅ then28

overloaded resources ⇐ select(firstNeighbour)29
federates ⇐ select(spec loads, overloaded)30

end31
else32

overloaded resources ⇐ filter resources(extStD, localStD)33
overloaded resources ⇐ order resources(selectionParameter)34
federates ⇐ select(spec loads, overloaded)35

end36
/* Resources’ Information is sent to neighbour CLBs for further analysis,

and it waits for migration moves to be triggered */
send to neighbour(overloaded resources, federates)37
comm migration moves ⇐ wait for migration moves()38
send migration moves LLBs(comm migration moves)39
comp migration moves ⇐ wait for migration moves()40
send migration moves LLBs(comp migration moves)41
/* Re-distribution parameters are adjusted for the next balancing cycle */
comm adjust factor(bottom, top)42
comp adjust factor(relFactor, overloaded resources, migration moves)43
wait( ∆ )44

end45

the whole balancing system. The synchronization forces all the distributed components to operate at
the same pace, induces the balancing system to be susceptible to failures, and produces overheads
and delays that proportionally increase with the scale of the balancing system. The part of the
balancing system that depends upon a global view of a distributed system to detect and react to
imbalances is impaired by this synchronization approach, but the local balancing of the scheme
is not fully exposed to fault because the CLBs that are not affected by the failure continue
to function accordingly. In the case of centralized communication balancing, local balancing is
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never realized because the redistribution scheme needs to be aware of whole distributed system
to identify corrections and perform inter-domain federate migrations. If the load management
element of this centralized scheme that is the root in the hierarchical architecture fails, the sub-
load management elements are incapable of providing sub-balancing, which results in the failure of
the entire communication balancing scheme.

To prevent the issues originated from the centralized redistribution, asynchronous relations
between hierarchical, independent CLBs are introduced in the balancing scheme. In this case,
aggregated monitoring information and redistribution calls are reported only to neighbour CLBs,
and cumulative delays and waiting are not propagated inside the balancing system. Upon receipt,
the calls are analyzed to accept federates in a domain of resources. The analysis can result in
redistribution moves and then in migration calls. To perform this analysis, a CLB needs to compare
the communication rates of federates contained in the call with the communication rate of its
local federates, observing the availability of resources and their computational load status. The
comparison of communication rates can be realized synchronously or asynchronously. For the
synchronous comparison, a CLB uses the most accurate load status information in a domain;
consequently, it needs to wait for the collection of current data. This technique produces delays
and rarely uses the most recent status load information in comparisons due to waiting for local
recent status data. The technique also propagates synchronization between CLBs, bounding their
processing parallelism and independence. For the asynchronous comparison, the most recently
collected local data is used to detect imbalances, and delays and propagated synchronization are
avoided. The accuracy of local status load is related to the time in which the redistribution call is
received, and this precision aspect is also present in the synchronous comparison. Since this local
data is used as the prediction metric in the balancing scheme and is employed to determine the range
of acceptance of a CLB, the data is required to represent an average or a tendency of communication
load that belongs to certain domain in the recent past.

The proposed redistribution phase attempts to mimic the behaviour of a centralized redistribution
scheme, in which a central element has a global view of the entire distributed environment.
Generally, all federates in HLA-based simulations generate different communication rates, and
these federates are statically deployed on computing resources that are inter-connected through
network links with different nominal transmission capacities and different communication distances
(hops). To introduce awareness about the network topology into the balancing system, CLBs are
organized in layers according to the topology of the distributed system on which simulations
are running. Each CLB is configured to be connected with its subsequent and antecedent CLBs
in the hierarchical structure, which are aligned with balancing needs in a given moment. The
alignment is defined in each CLB by two thresholds which dictates the orientation and intensity
of redistribution of federates on the shared resources. The two thresholds represent the maximum
and minimum communication rates that determine a domain and are based on the sample data
gathered during a balancing cycle. Using the amount of communication between federates in the
last balancing cycle (recent past), the thresholds are used to select federates that do not reflect the
communication rate of a domain and need to be moved to a proper domain. The thresholds (bounds)
are constantly calibrated to adapt to dynamic communication changes and produce the impression
of a centralize, global-view analysis. The calibration also directly influences the responsiveness of
the communication balancing scheme by inducing federates to be migrated to other domains.

An α and a β are established for each CLB to determine the communication imbalances in a
cluster of resources, as depicted in Figure 3. In order to establish the hierarchical organization of the
balancing system, it is assumed that αl1 > ... > αln and βl1 > ... > βln are sequences organized in
descending order, observing that all αln > βln and all βln ≥ αln−1. To maintain the coherence of
the balancing organization, the bounds αs and βs are induced by the communication capacity of
resources and are modified by inter-relations between CLBs, which result from the redistribution
calls originating from neighbour CLBs. The adjustments of these bounds occur periodically during
each balancing cycle: when recent sample data is gathered and fed to the balancing system with
the communication rate of each federate. Additionally, explicit adjustment regarding the previous
migration move calls is employed to re-calculate the bounds, so they are calibrated according to the
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...CLB... xl1 ≤ βl1
αl3 ≤ xl3 ≤ βl3αl2 ≤ xl2 ≤ βl2

αln ≤ xln
Figure 3. The Hierarchical Organization of Balancing Elements

success in achieving federate migrations, reflecting the need of the system to have the load moved.
Thus, each CLB that receives a call containing federate candidates for federate migrations analyzes
them and answers back with the proper migration calls and a direct suggestion for adjustment.

4.3.1. Migration Moves Based on the hierarchical structure definitions, as well as the bounds used
to organize the load redistribution, migration moves always occur between neighbour CLBs, so
federate candidates for migration are not sent directly to their most appropriate destination. A
federate would be transferred to the correct destination only if a CLB was directly connected with
the CLB responsible for the destination. Consequently, based on the matching check with the top
and bottom bounds of a CLB and the communication rate of a federate, the federate is transferred
gradually to positions that are closer to its final destination until it reaches the correct position in
the hierarchical structure. Depending on the architectural hierarchy of the balancing system, the
process of moving a federate to its final destination may take several balancing cycles. This process
introduces inefficiency of the load redistribution and generates large delays and overhead through
the consumption of a considerable amount of resources to perform all the required migrations.
As a result, a jump condition is required to avoid these unnecessary migrations, saving time and
communication and computation expenses.

4.3.2. Group Manager Inter-Relations Even though the balancing system is composed of
distributed load management elements that work independently, it needs to create the sense that
all the hierarchical, distributed system acts as centralized. To produce a pseudo-global view of the
entire distributed system, rules are defined to regulate the bounds of each CLB, and migration move
policies are introduced. The rules reflect the topological knowledge of the distributed system and
coordinate the migration move policies. Such rules are configured according to the organization
of the hierarchical structure, which obeys the topology of resources. The rules also depend on the
arrangement between CLBs: the definitions of subsequent and antecedent neighbour CLBs in the
hierarchical structure.

Based on the topology of the environment, each CLB manages its inner bounds, α and β, to
move federates while focusing on minimizing the communication delays according to the hierarchy
of balancing elements. In such a hierarchical organization (root, intermediate, and leaf CLBs), the
root’s α contains value infinite and the leafs’ β contains value -1 or minus infinite, delimiting the
boundaries of the balancing system, which are the closest and the furthest position in each branch
of the structure. The organization and the relations between CLBs produce the following situations
for calibrating the balancing bounds:
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β1 = α2, β2 = α3, ..., βn−1 = αn. (1)

βn−1 < alphanorβn−1 ¿ alphan. (2)

βn−1 > alphanorβn−1 À alphan. (3)

Expression 1 denotes the ideal communication distribution state of all bounds which the balancing
system aims to reach as it represents the situation when the system is completely balanced. However,
this situation is not achieved because of the need to measure and create interactions between CLBs
in order to constantly check a system’s communication balance and keep the balancing system
dynamically reactive to communication load changes.

In Expression 2, the overlap of two sequential domains is produced. In this situation, every
federate candidate that is sent to a CLB is successfully redistributed and generates a federate
migration call. In this case, this approach minimizes the number of calls due to the increase
in acceptance range of a CLB, and imbalances are barely detectable because of the overlapping
condition between two CLBs’ domains. Therefore, the relation between CLBs represented by this
expression is avoided because it impairs the reactivity of the balancing system and fails to promptly
detect communication load changes.

Expression 3 generates a discontinuous breach between the domain rage of two CLBs. The
breach causes the constant generation of redistribution calls even if the distributed system achieves
a balanced state. These redistribution calls can contain some unnecessary federate candidates for
migration, which introduces a slight balancing communication overhead in the system. However,
such calls are needed in the structure in order to regulate CLBs’ thresholds periodically, so the
CLBs can adapt to the communication changes accordingly and promptly. Through the inter-relation
policies, the calls force each CLB to update its internal variables and make each CLB to directly or
indirectly adjust the variables of its interacting CLBs. In a direct regulation, a call, which contains
a calculated value based on the generated migration calls, is sent to a sub-CLB to be considered in
the re-calculation of its α. In a indirect regulation, the non acceptance of redistribution calls incites
the sender CLBs to adapt their α values accordingly, so in the next balancing cycle, they perform a
more coherent detection of imbalances.

Regarding the redistribution of federates, the balancing follows the condition defined by
Expression 3 as a rule to adjust bounds of acceptance ranges. According to the expression,
CLBs send federate candidates that might match with the acceptance range of their neighbours.
Following this rule, three situations determine the redistribution behaviour of a CLB: the presence
of computationally underloaded resources; the existence of computationally overloaded resources;
and the arrival of a federate candidate with an extreme or negligible communication rate.

The first situation expresses the availability of resources for receiving load, so federate migration
can benefit the simulation performance through the resources’ position, i.e., the proximity of the
resources. This situation occurs when the number of federates in a domain is smaller than the
number of federates that can be supported by the available resources in the domain. According to
the order imposed by the topological distances, a CLB in such a situation needs to enforce the move
of federates from its sub-CLBs to its resources, so the communication of such federates presents a
delay decrease, leading to an improvement in simulation performance. As a result, a CLB lowers its
β (bottom bound) and incites its sub-CLBs to decrease their α (upper bound). With this tactic, the
CLB forces federates to be migrated to its resources.

The second situation represents the lack of availability of resources, so all the resources managed
by a CLB are completely loaded with federates and cannot receive any federate without performing
further computation load analyses. If the resources are not able to admit any more federates, federate
moves and exchanges are realized to re-organize the load and decrease the communication overload,
keeping the distributed system’s computation load balanced or benefiting the distribution of the
computation load. In this case, a CLB narrows its acceptance range, inducing federates to be
migrated to resources managed by another CLB and relieving the load of local resources. With
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the relief of the load, the CLB is able to admit federates in future balancing cycles. Moreover,
federate exchanges enable the reallocation of federates to benefit the communication load. For the
exchange, a CLB elects a federate to be moved in exchange of a federate candidate. The election
of this federate depends on its communication rate and the direction in which the communication
balancing is being performed.

The third situation describes the case in which the communication load of federates in
redistribution calls exceeds even the opposite threshold of a CLB. Because of the dynamic
characteristics of distributed simulations, federates might suddenly change their communication
behaviour. For example, a federate that was positioned far from the RTI due to its past
communication behaviour may suddenly become communicative and need to be repositioned
to decrease its communication delays. The abrupt, extreme changes in communication rates of
these federates cause them to be transferred to other resources; however, several balancing cycles
are required to completely transfer such a communicative federate to its final correct position.
Therefore, to speed up the transferring process, a CLB allows a federate to jump several distances
or domains (CLBs) until the federate reaches the proper resource for its communication rate. When
the communication rate of a federate in a redistribution call exceeds the opposite bound of a CLB,
the CLB simply forwards it to the next known CLB in the topology sequence. If the communication
rate is high enough, this procedure is repeated many times, following the hierarchical layers of the
balancing structure. If a federate matches this condition and is forwarded to a subsequent CLB, the
forwarding CLB along with the sub-CLBs involved with the federate candidate awaits an answer
from the destination CLB. Upon a rejection of a federate candidate, a forwarding CLB, which
becomes the most suitable position for the federate candidate, keeps the federate and answers back
to the sub-CLB that sent the redistribution call.

4.3.3. Threshold Adjustment The adjustments of bounds occur asynchronously and periodically
according the load re-arrangement needs. Focusing on an inter-relation between a CLB and its upper
CLB, it is observed that for the CLB’s α and its upper CLB’s β, the balancing system attempts
to reach the relation α ' β and α ≤ β. Because each CLB works independently, it realizes the
balancing analysis of its federates and resources based on only the locally collected data sample.
Since the scope of the balancing system only regards the communication delays, the communication
balancing scheme is federate-centred. The scheme is mainly focused on communication rates to
detect and react to imbalances. Standard deviation is used to partially calculate the top and bottom
bounds of a CLB, leading to flexibility by adapting when the communication rate increases or
decreases. Due to the inter-relations between CLBs, each CLB needs to adjust its bounds to its
upper and lower CLBs through a calibration parameter (θ). Thus, the bounds are a result of a merge
between asynchronous adjustments and self-redistribution, as shown in Expression 4.

αln−1 = αln−1 ∗ (1− θ) + βln ∗ (θ), θ ≥ 0. (4)

The parameter θ is used as a control to assure the dependency relations between CLBs. In the
scheme, θ is related to the amount of success in generating migration moves from the federate
candidates that are received, i.e., the fraction between the two values, moves/candidates.

4.4. Computation Balancing Algorithm

The proposed computation balancing algorithm is divided in two scopes: local and inter-domain.
The redistribution in the local scope is responsible for rearranging the load evenly among the shared
resources managed by a CLB. However, the balancing of resources at this scope is not able to detect
imbalances or use all available computation power of shared resources outside the domain of the
local CLB. Thus, an inter-domain balancing is introduced to allow the communication and the load
analysis between domains.

4.4.1. Local Scope In local balancing, the redistribution phase is simply realized as an exchange
of load between local resources. The balancing is divided into monitoring, redistribution, and
migration steps, such as in the computation balancing technique introduced in [2]. According to
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Algorithm 2: Pair-Match Evaluation Algorithm
Require: src rsc, dst rsc1
if dst rsc < min then2

if number fed(src rsc) > 1 then3
create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc)4

end5
else if number fed(src rsc) = 1 & src rsc > (min ∗ φ) then6

create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc)7
end8

end9
else if (dst rsc− src rsc) > (min ∗ δ) then10

if number fed(src rsc) > 1 then11
create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc)12

end13
else if number fed(src rsc) = 1 & (dst rsc− src rsc) > (min ∗ φ) then14

create migration move(src rsc, dst rsc)15
end16

end17

the local balancing algorithm, a CLB initially collects load information from managed resources,
filters it, and classifies the resources as overloaded or underloaded as described in Algorithm 1.
After this classification, the CLB performs pair analysis of resources where it identifies migration
moves based on the load differences between an overloaded resource and an underloaded resource.
As delineated in Algorithm 2, this pair-match analysis uses load redistribution rules to determine
the need of federate migration. The rules are used to check the availability of computing power
of the destination resource based on overload of the source resource. In such rules, awareness of
external background load, heterogeneity of resources, and partitioning of load are included in the
pair comparisons. After the moves are generated, they are sent to their respective federate to perform
the needed load changes.

4.4.2. Inter-Domain Scope In the inter-domain balancing, the redistribution algorithm coordinates
the arrangement of the simulation load in pairs of domains. This pair reallocation of load allows the
balancing system to gradually achieve a system wide balance, avoiding synchronization, overhead,
and a single point of failure. Different from global, centralized balancing, the redistribution does
not require global awareness for analyzing the computational load status in a system. Based on a
push method, the inter-domain is triggered by an overloaded CLB to facilitate the balancing when
the system presents a overall increase in load. According to the balancing scheme, an overloaded
CLB initiates the redistribution process by selecting a neighbour CLB that is the most appropriate
location to send the local load based on the current knowledge of the distributed neighbourhood. As
a result, for each inter-domain load reallocation, the migrating federates are recognized by a receiver
CLB as a new load that is submitted to its domain.

As described in Algorithm 1, the inter-domain balancing is necessarily performed after the
local balancing. This policy, adopted in the balancing scheme, assigns more priority to the
local redistribution analysis. The priority allows the system to enforce the achievement of even
distribution of intra-domain load before external measures are used to decrease the amount of load
in a domain. With this approach, inter-domain redistribution is employed when the local distributed
load achieves some stability after load changes are generated due to simulations or previous load
rearrangements. In this case, a broader balancing algorithm is applied to identify available resources
remotely. The inter-domain redistribution is triggered if the load imbalances detected by the local
scheme are not large enough to produce federate migrations.

To control the frequency in which the inter-domain balancing is activated, a distribution factor is
introduced in the general balancing algorithm. This factor influences the relations between CLBs,
reflecting the need to realize distributed balancing through an indicator that evidences the degree
of imbalance between different domains. The value of this factor increases proportionally to the
number of migration moves. The migration moves reflect the difference of relative load between
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two CLBs and consequently the need for more load exchange. In order to check imbalances between
CLBs, the factor is initialized with a maximum value of 100%. At the end of each balancing cycle,
this relation factor is adjusted to conform with the real load status between a CLB and its neighbour
CLBs. As detailed in Expression 5, the adjustment is calculated based on the migration success rate
of inter-domain redistribution between two CLBs in a balancing cycle. The success rate consists of
the ratio between the number of migration move produced in the end and the number of resource
candidates selected for migration (extmig/extcadrsc).

facn = −(α2
n−1) + αn−1 + αn−1 ∗ facn−1, n > 0 (5)

Inter-relations between CLBs are vital for maintaining the inter-domain properly. These relations
are introduced as an adaptation of the distributed balancing scheme, which is is triggered when
necessary, as detailed in Algorithm 1. The adaptation of the scheme reflects the balancing needs, and
the inter-relations induce the redistribution to proactively react to intra-domain load oscillations and
initiate the detection of imbalances between domains. Based on the load analysis, which considers
the average domain load and its respective standard deviation, the relations between a local CLB
and an neighbour CLB is delimited by three situations, which are basically the differences in the
relative load of CLBs.

The first situation is delineated through the inequality CLBexternal.load < CLBlocal.load + α.
The inequality employs load averages to identify that the resources managed by the remote CLB
present less load than the local resources. Based on this situation, the balancing system determines
a selection of redistribution moves as a initialization of the inter-domain balancing, which requires
further analysis performed by a remote CLB.

The second situation is described with the following two comparisons: CLBexternal.load ≥
CLBlocal.load + α and CLBexternal.StD ≥ CLBlocal.StD + β. These comparisons evidence the
larger amount of relative load that the remote resources present when compared with the local
resources, but they also show a larger standard deviation of the average load of remote resources.
Even though the remote resources contain more load on average, the average represents the result
of a calculation with larger variation than the local resources’ average load, as shown through the
standard deviation analysis. Redistribution moves are generated since this variation might expose
the remote underloaded resources that are hidden by the average load.

The third situation is represented by the two following comparisons: CLBexternal.load ≥
CLBlocal.load + α and CLBexternal.StD ≤ CLBlocal.StD + β. In this situation, the local
resources contain less relative load than the remote resources and exhibit larger variations on
their average load. Through the standard deviation analysis, the remote resources present a lower
probability of existing underloaded resources than the local resources. As a result, no redistribution
move is selected for triggering further analysis. This difference of load can be an evidence of
imbalance, but the local CLB does not request any load from remote CLBs since the remote CLBs
detect this imbalance in their next balancing cycle.

As described in the above three situations and in Algorithm 1, the first step of the inter-
domain redistribution algorithm is to detect load imbalances and select overloaded resources as
candidates for further remote analysis. Upon receiving the average load from neighbour CLBs,
the local CLB uses the inequalities described in each situation to determine a CLB to receive
a load if any imbalance is detected. Initially, the remote CLBs are classified according to their
load, and an ordered list of underloaded CLBs is created. The list contains all CLBs that comply
with the first inter-relation condition. If this list is not empty, the first underloaded CLB is
chosen to receive federates from the local CLB. The balancing scheme can distribute the excess
local load to the selected underloaded CLBs instead of selecting only the first underloaded CLB
from the list. According to the load of a chosen CLB, overloaded resource candidates and their
respective federates are identified. Another selection analysis is employed to generate a list of
CLBs if the list of underloaded CLBs is empty. This list contains CLBs that present a standard
deviation value higher than the local CLB. Like the second inter-relation situation, this selection
identifies a CLB that might contain resources which can receive load and contribute to the even
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redistribution of the load that is causing the imbalance. After these lists are created, the parameter
(CLBexternal.load + CLBlocal.load)/(CLBexternal.load + CLBlocal.load) is used as a factor to
order the selected lists. The first CLB in this list is selected, and based on its average load, the
overloaded resource candidates are identified for rearrangement.

After the selected resource candidates are received in a remote neighbour CLB, the CLB initiates
the proper analysis to accept the receiving load and produce migration moves. Similarly to the local
redistribution algorithm, pair-match comparisons are performed by the remote CLB to identify
destination resources for the selected load transfers. First, the CLB orders its local resources
ascendingly and the receiving resources descendingly. This ordering facilitates the selection and
matching of overloaded resources with the underloaded resource. Each external resource is matched
with a local underloaded resource through load comparisons, as described in Algorithm 2. If the
load difference between the resources represents a condition of load imbalance, a federate migration
move is generated with the federate previously selected by the CLB which issued the redistribution
call. At the end of the inter-domain redistribution, a set of migration moves is produced, and then
the set of migrations is returned to the calling CLB to be processed, generating migration calls.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The proposed distributed communication balancing scheme aims to improve fault tolerance,
decrease delays originating from communication and computation overhead, and avoid the existence
of bottlenecks for the balancing of simulations. Although the distributed scheme improves the
qualities of the balancing system, it needs to reach its main objective of reacting to communication
imbalances when necessary. Three experimental analises have been conducted to determine
the efficiency of the proposed balancing scheme in detecting and reacting to communication
imbalances. The experiments comprised the execution of large-scale HLA-based simulations and
were realized on a distributed environment composed two computing clusters connected by a fast-
Ethernet network connection. One of the clusters consisted of a set of 24 computing servers, which
contained a Quadicore 2.40GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU and 8 gigabytes of DIMM DDR RAM
memory. This cluster had a Myrinet optical network that provided inter-connection between nodes
and allowed data transmission up to 2 gigabits per second. The other cluster comprised a set of
32 computing servers, which were constituted of a Core 2 Duo 3.4 GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
and 2 gigabytes of DIMM DDR RAM. This cluster employed a gigabit Ethernet network for inter-
connecting the nodes. In the environment composed of both clusters, Linux operating system and
the Globus Toolkit 4.2.1 were installed to support all the experiments, and the HLA platform with
RTI version 1.3 was used coordinate the experimental simulations.

For the experiments, the simulation elements were initially placed evenly on a distributed
environment constituted of 55 shared computation nodes. The HLA RTI executive that coordinated
the simulations was placed on a dedicated node of the environment. In the same way, the proposed
balancing system was deployed on each computing server of the environment except the one that
was allocated for the RTI executive. Each server received a Local Management Agent and both
management nodes of the clusters ran Cluster Load Balancers.

The simulation scenario used in the experiments consisted of training operations coordinated in a
two-dimensional routing space. The federates organized the movement of two teams of interactive
tanks in time-stepped simulations. Each federate was responsible for calculating the movement of
a tank for the next simulation time-step, which required the publication of a tank’s position and
subscription to a interest space that comprised the movement position in determined routing region.
As the general configuration of computational and communication for the experiments, simulations
consisted of 1 to 1000 federates in 100 time-steps. Each federate controlled 1 to 500 tanks and
performed computing intensive calculations. The proposed balancing scheme was evaluated through
three case study analyses. The distributed simulations were configured specifically for each case
study: computation balancing analysis; communication balancing analysis; and computation and
communication balancing analysis.
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Figure 4. Evaluation of the Computation Balancing for an Increasing Number of Federates with Static Load
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Figure 5. Evaluation of the Computation Balancing for an Increasing Number of Federates in Presence of
Static External Background Load

5.0.3. Computation Balancing Analysis In the computation balancing analysis, the simulation
scenario was specified to produce intensive computational load and minimum communication
overhead. The negligible communication load allowed a focused analysis of the proposed distributed
balancing for computation imbalances. In this case, the single object update of a federate in a
simulation step produced just 100-byte load for the network resources. The computational load
is highly intensive and totally consumes the CPU in a simulation interval. Due to the heterogeneity
of experimental resources, the even deployment of simulation federates generate an imbalanced
distribution of load in the system. The analysis was divided into four experiments to evaluate
the proposed balancing scheme performance: a static imbalanced load distribution; a scenario
containing a static, external background load; dynamic simulation imbalances, and a dynamic,
external background load.

In the experiments with static loads, the performance gain provided by the proposed redistribution
algorithm was evaluated. As shown in Figures 4a and 5a, the distributed balancing was compared
with a centralized balancing technique and with a baseline. In both graphs, the distributed balancing
approach presented a performance improvement for simulations similar to the centralized approach,
even with an external background load, which totally consumed all processor cores. However, the
distributed repartitioning presented a larger number of migrations, shown in Figure 4b and 5b
respectively. This increase of migrations is caused by the inter-domain relations between the two
CLBs, which produced intra-domain load imbalances in both local and remote domains.
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Figure 6. Evaluation of the Computation Balancing for an Increasing Number of Federates with Dynamic
Load

In the dynamic scenarios, the reaction analysis observed the capacity of the proposed balancing
scheme to detect dynamic imbalances, react, and generate the proper load modifications. As shown
in Figures 6a and 7a, the distributed approach reduced the simulation execution time equivalently to
the centralized approach. In Figure 6a, the oscillations in the curves are caused by the instability of
the simulation load, which constantly changed during run-time and were detected accordingly. As
in the case of performance gain analysis, the distributed balancing presented a considerably larger
number of migrations than the centralized balancing, as depicted in Figures 6b and 7b respectively.
However, in all the experiments, the curves converged to the same point when the simulation
contained 1000 federates. This convergence occurred due to the load saturation of the distributed
system, which reflected in a few migrations.
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Figure 7. Evaluation of the Computation Balancing for an Increasing Number of Federates in Presence of
Dynamic External Background Load

5.0.4. Communication Balancing Analysis For the communication balancing analysis, the
simulation scenario was modified to produce massively imbalanced communication rates without
any interference of computation load. The simulations were composed of 500 federates that
managed 1 to 1000 simulation objects and produced light, simple processing. To insert controlled
communication latency imbalances in the experimental simulations, some federates published data
regarding special objects that were designed to generate a large communication overhead. This
special object required an update that produced a 54000-byte communication load per simulation
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Figure 8. Evaluation of the Distributed Communication Balancing for a Static Increasing Communication
Load

step while a common object produced 100 bytes per update. The analysis of communication
balancing was divided into three experiments to evaluate the performance gain for simulations with
static and dynamic communication imbalances.

The performance gain introduced in the HLA simulations and the reaction to a communication
imbalance were observed in the first experiment. Such observation was enabled by introducing
an increasing communication overhead caused by a small number of federates in a simulation. The
overhead comprised the publication of a special object by a federate and the subscription to the same
objects by other three federates. As shown in Figure 8, the execution time of the simulations was
directly influenced by the increase in communication load, mainly for the baseline, which was not
balanced. The centralized and distributed balancing systems presented a substantial performance
gain when compared with the baseline curve in Figure 8a. However, in Figure 8b, there is a
noticeable difference in the number of migrations. The centralized approach only performed the
migration moves for improving the communication latencies for the communicative federates, but
the distributed approach continuously realized migrations while there were available resources with
a smaller communication distance.

The reactivity of the proposed balancing system to increasing communication overhead in the
HLA simulations were analyzed in the second experiment. The analysis evaluated the balancing
response to a higher communication overload, which consisted in inducing an overhead produced by
100 special objects in 1 to 40 federates. In this case, the balancing system needs to adapt accordingly,
providing several migration moves with the objective of minimizing the communication latencies.
As depicted in Figure 9, the baseline presented a high increase in simulation execution time as
the number of communicative federates increased. As shown in Figure 9a, the centralized and
distributed approaches presented a similar performance gain to that shown in Figure 8a. Figure
9b evidences that the distributed approach realized a larger number of migrations to achieve the
same decrease of simulation time achieved by the centralized approach. As observed in Figure 9b,
the centralized approach did not move all the communicative federates in the simulation, denoting
its limitation in detecting overloads.

The efficiency in detecting and reacting to dynamic changes of communication load was evaluated
in the third experiment. Similar to the previous experiments, the simulations were composed of 1
to 60 communicative federates that performed data updates each time step. The updates of these
communicative federates contained a random number of special objects ranging between 1 to 100 to
induce a dynamic and unpredictable behaviour during the execution of the experimental simulations.
As depicted in Figure 10a, the balanced simulations outperformed the baseline simulation. More
specifically, after 50 federates, the baseline presented a significant increase in the simulation caused
by the cumulative saturation of communication, which did not influence the balanced simulations.
When comparing only the balancing systems, they both showed similar performance gain, but with
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Figure 9. Evaluation of the Distributed Communication Balancing for an Increasing Number of
Communicative Federates with Static Communication Rate
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Figure 10. Evaluation of the Distributed Communication Balancing for an Increasing Number of
Communicative Federates with Dynamic Communication Rate

differences in the number of migrations, as shown in Figure 10b. The centralized balancing realized
less migrations than the distributed balancing, evidencing that the distributed approach has a strong
tendency to react to slight changes the communication load.

Through the experiments, the distributed balancing of communication showed similar
performance to a centralized balancing scheme for large-scale HLA-based simulations. The
amount of computation and communication required for managing the communication load grows
in proportion to the magnitude of the simulation that is balanced. For large-scale HLA-based
simulations, the central element that redistributes the load becomes a bottleneck in regards to
computation and communication aspects. The existence of only one element that performs the main
tasks of a system generates risks that open the system to generalized failure. Thus, centralized
balancing for such simulations can compromise the redistribution of load.

5.0.5. Computation and Communication Balancing Analysis Computational and communication
loads were introduced in the simulation scenario to observe the detection and reaction of the
proposed balancing system. In this case, the simulations present a better resemblance to normal
simulations, which contain computing intensive tasks and constant interactions between federates.
These simulations were composed of 1 to 600 federates that intensively processed computational
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Figure 11. Evaluation of the Distributed Computation and Communication Balancing for an Increasing
Number of Communicative Federates with Static Load

tasks and contained 1 to 100 objects. An external background process was inserted in the system to
produce computational load in a resource, completely and incessantly consuming a CPU.

In the first experiment, a static scenario was introduced. In the scenario, an external process
was added to a resource, all federates produced intensive computational load, with 10 of federates
updating 100 special objects. As depicted in Figure 11a, even though the proposed balancing scheme
is supposed to have similar performance as the centralized redistribution scheme, it presented better
performance. This was a result of the fewer number of migrations, shown in Figure 11b. The
proposed approach was expected to perform considerably more migrations due to its inter-relation
rules, which would incite more redistribution analyses, generating better responsiveness. However,
the approach reduced the migrations and improved the performance gain because bounding policies
were inserted in the balancing scheme to allow the coexistence of both distributed balancing
algorithms, such as verification of computational load balancing when performing communication
load redistribution.

In the second experiment, all the computational and communication load parameters changed
dynamically during the experimental simulations. In the simulation scenario, all federates randomly
oscillated their computational load intensity from light to high. Ten percent of the federates
were selected to update special objects in each simulation step, and the number of these objects
randomly changed from 1 to 100 every 40 seconds. Also, the external load consumed the CPU
of a resource that was randomly selected each 40 seconds. In this dynamic experimental scenario,
the distributed balancing approach performed worse than the centralized scheme, as depicted in
Figure 12a. In contrast to the unusual performance results in the static scenario, the performance
loss in this experiment was caused by the higher number of migrations, as shown in Figure
12b. This high number of migrations evidences the high responsiveness to load changes, but this
responsiveness was hampered by the time interval of 40 seconds chosen to apply random changes in
the experimental scenario. This interval was considerably short when compared with the balancing
interval used to configure the balancing system, which is 20 seconds. With such fast load changes,
the load redistribution significantly lost its effectiveness since the time for the produced load
reconfiguration to generate performance gain was coincidentally overlapped by the time interval
of the experimental scenario.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a distributed dynamic balancing scheme is proposed for large-scale HLA-based
simulations. The main objective of the proposed balancing scheme was to overcome the drawbacks
of a centralized scheme: a single point of failure, communication and computation overhead,
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Figure 12. Evaluation of the Distributed Computation and Communication Balancing for an Increasing
Number of Communicative Federates with Dynamic Load

and system bottlenecks. In order to detect and react to dynamic communication load changes,
the proposed scheme is composed of three phases: monitoring, redistribution, and migration.
Grid services are employed in these phases to collect information about computation load status
of resources and to perform reliable submission of federates and data transfer of their static
files. Moreover, the structure of the balancing system is organized hierarchically in multi-layers,
facilitating data gathering, decreasing overhead, and enabling distributed rearrangement of load.
In the structure, the balancing components act independently and asynchronously, and it uses
interactions in order to move federates and reorganize simulation federates to maintain an evenly
distributed load while minimizing communication delays.

The experiments proved that the distributed balancing system is able to provide similar
performance gain as the performance increase provided by the centralized scheme used in the
experiments. However, the distributed approach presented a considerably larger number of federate
migrations than the centralized approach in order to achieve the same simulation performance gain.
This difference in the number of migrations reflects the responsiveness of the distributed scheme,
which reacts more easily to load changes, producing precipitated modifications in some very specific
cases. Future work will aim to determine inter-relation parameters between distributed balancing
elements that can benefit the performance of simulations with less migration moves. In addition,
experiments with larger scale environments and simulations will be performed to more precisely
evaluate the overhead and delays caused by the centralized scheme and the fault tolerance benefits
introduced by the distributed scheme.
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